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PI-ELECTRON FORCES BETWEEN CONJUGATED DOUBLE BOND MOLECULES 

Eugene  F     Haugh      and Joseph O.   Hirschfelder 
Naval Research Laboratory,   Department of Chemistry,   University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

ABSTRACT 

The long-range  forces between large  conjugated double, bond molecules are 
highly directional and anomalously  strong.     This is due to pi-electrons  moving free- 
ly from one end of »he conjugated double bond system to the other,   making the mole- 
cule behave  like an extended oscillator      All three types of dispersion forces; 0" cr 

(JTT      and   7T TT   are calculated for ethylene,   acetylene,   and the higher polyenes.    In 
addition the TT TT   interaction energy is calculated for benzene.      The free electron 
molecular orbitals are used for the     TT    electrons and products of these orbitals 
are  approximated by  "transition monopoles'.    Our treatment of theAelectrons  and the 
use of the transition monopoles were  suggested by  London   ..     The resulting energies 
are easy to calculate  and easy to interpret.       The   TfTf   energy is proportional to the 
square of the energy of interaction of two  real transition dipcles  (real in the sense 
of the  monopoles being separated by  a finite distance).     Previously,   Coulson and 
Davies      calculated the TT^    interaction energy using LCAO   orbitals  and evaluating 
all integrals accurately,    however,   because of the complicated nature of their cal- 
culations it was not possible for them to obtain a   simple understanding of the varia- 
tion of the energy with the orientations of the molecules.     The values we obtain for 
the   7TTT     energy agree with those of Coulson and Davies except for a scale factor, 
our results being uniformly 3/5 smaller.    Such a scale factor corresponds to an 
adjustable parameter in either the Coulson and Davies treatment or ours.     The 

CTTT     interaction energy has never previously been considered.    For long polyenes, 
for which a simplified treatment, is given,,   the   V TT     energy .is larger than the   0" IT 
which is larger than that of the   (TO"    .    In. the appendix,the free electron model is 
used to calculate the pi-elect ron contribution to the polarizability and excellent 
agreement is obtained with the LCAO calculations of Davies 
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I.   Introduction. 

The  long-range dispersion forces between large  conjugated double bond 

molecules are highly directional and    very strong      This is due to pi-electrons 

moving freely from one end of the conjugate double bond system to the other, 

making the molecule behave like an extended oscillator.     These forces may help 

to explain some of the anomalous effects of steroids and other conjugated double 

bond molecules of biological importance ,    Also the pi-bond forces are important 

in the  interaction between  aromatic   molecules  and are partially  responsible  for 

the non-zero angles between the planes of neighboring molecules in an aromatic 

crystal.    In this paper,   a simple treatment is developed for calculating and ex- 

plaining these forces. 

In contrast to the pi-electrons,   molecules contain sigma-electrons 

which are localized in specific chemical bonds or within the inner shells of the 

atoms.   Corresponding to the two types of electrons,   the dispersion energy can 

be divided into three terms: 

E = E<5-<r    + E<r-7r   + E v TT (I-1) 

Here    Er(r      is that   part which arises from the interaction between the 

(T -  electrons of the two molecules;     E ^ lr corresponds to the interaction 

between the Tf ~ electrons of the two molecules;    and   E^--^   gives the energy oi 

interaction of the  s~ —   electrons of one molecule with the ft— electrons of the 

other molecule and vice versa.     London developed an excellent method for cal- 

culating "he   ECJ-J-   •    It is the purpose of the present paper to describe a simple 

method for calculating   E Q-77-    and     E 77-^  • 

We use free electron molecular orbitals for the pi-electrons and approx- 

imate products of these orbitals by "transition monopoles". The resulting 

1.     F.   London,   J.   Chem.   Phys.   46,     305 (1942| 
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values of     E ^71"  an(^   E •jj'TT' are easY to calculate and easy to interpret. 

For example,   to a good approximation in most cases,   the values of   E 77-77- 

are proportional to the square of the energy of interaction of two real trans • 

ition dipoles (real in the sense that the monopoles are separated by a finite 

distance).    We are indebted to London    for the notion of transition monopoles 

and their use in connection with dispersion energy.    Our results for    E jr j^ 

are to be compared with the calculations of Coulson and Davies      who used 

LCAO orbitals and evaluated all of the integrals accurately without using the 

monopole approximation.    Because of the complications of their calculations 

it was not possible for them to obtain a simple understanding of the variation 

of the interaction energy with the orientations of the molecules.    However, 

our values of   E77-77- agree with those of Coulson and Davies except for a scale 

factor (our values being uniformly 3/5 of the Coulson and Davies numbers). 

Such a scale factor corresponds to an adjustable parameter in either treatment 

Prior to the present paper,   there were no evaluations of E <j-77- .    For long 

polyenes   E^-^-is by no means negligible and as   a matter of fact:   EL.3 E^-^E ^^. 

For ethylene,   acetylene,   and the lower polyenes:     E^^) E^^E^^  . Tn 

the rase of ethylene and acetylene where the complete dispersion energy is 

compared with experimental data,  the agreement is satisfactory in the sense 

that it is quite comparable with the ratio of theoretical to observed values for 

simple molecules in which there are no complications due to pi—electrons. 

In the appendix,   the free electron molecular orbitals are used to 

calculate the contributions of the pi-electrons to the polarizability of polyenes 
3 

Excellent agreement is obtained with the LCAO calculations of Davies     and 

the results seem to be consistent with experimental data.    This agreement 

serves as a check on the accuracy of the free electron molecular orbitals 

as used in the present paper. 

2. C.  A.   Coulson arid P.   L. Davies,   Trans.  Faraday Soc.   48,   777(1952) 

3. P.   L-  Davies,  Doctor's Dissertation,   King's College,   University of 
London (1949). 
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In retrospect     we feel that the simple free electron molecular 

orbitals,   as used here,   give  roughly the   right values for   E Q~ -jy     and    E^^-. 

However,   the fart that the orbitals have been taken as one-dimensional 

rather than as three-dimensional has its  limitations.    For example,   consider 

the interaction of two ethylene molecules in which the     C = C    axes of the two 

molecules are parallel.    With the  present free electron orbitals,   the   value 

of   Ej.^ is independent of the orientation of the planes containing the 

hydrogen atoms.    Such a result is obviously erroneous  ,     An obvious im - 

provement would  result by replacing our present one-dimensional   molecular 

orbital;®    (x) ,     'see Eq.   2, 29)   by three -dimensional free electron molecular 

orbitals such as 

<j)   =   y. ^(xj^(-^YtZ   ) (1.2) 

Here    x   is the cartesian coordinate along the axis of the conjugated double 

bond system and   y    and    z   aie coordinates perpendicular to this axis.    The 

parameter   °c   (    would of course be adjustable.    The use of three- dimen- 

sional free-electron orbitals would not appreciably increase the amount of 

work required and at the same time it should improve the comparison of 

the dispersion energy for different orientations of the molecules. 
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2. i 
li. Method. 

la dealing with dispersion forces,  the molecules are sufficiently separated 

to make a perturbation calculation correct. Furthermore,   it is not necessary to 

antisymmstrize the wave function-fof the two molecule system*   since we may as- 

sume that there is no overlapping between the wave functions of different mole- 

cules.    We may then employ a simple product of the electronic wave functions of 

the individual molecules as our zero order wave function for the system and 

treat the potential energy of interaction as the perturbation.    Actually,  the only 

part of the potential euergy of interaction which affects the dispersion energy are 

the electron-electron interaction terms 

"a.      nj, 2 

tZLt <2-" 

Here the   n     electrons designated by the subscript   "a"   are in molecule   "A" 

and the   n.    electrons designated by the subscript   "b"   are in molecule   "B". 

Furthermore   r .     is the instantaneous separation between electrons   "a:    •*•-': 
A A "bM.    If y^        and j^        »*« the electronic wave functions of molecule      A 

•a ts 

in its ground state and   i-th  excited state respectively;   if  ^ and ^ 

are the wave functions of molecule   B   in its ground state and   j-th   excited 
A A 3 B state respectively; and if   E0     ,    E; ,     E0       ,      and   Ej        are the energies 

of these molecular states respectively, the usual second order perturbation 

theory gives the energy of dispersion; 

t    --ft       E;.EI-E:-E: 

1.     The matrix components which give the greatest contribution to the dis- 
persion energy correspond to one electron in each of the two molecules 
making a transition.    For such two electron transitions, only the electron- 
electron terms in the perturbation potential as given by Eq. (2.1) lead *o 
non-vanishing matrix components.   However, it should be pointed out that 
one electron transitions do give small but finite contributions to th« disper- 
sion energy .   For one electron transitions* it is the eleetron-other-nucleus 
terms in the perturbation potential which are important.    In the present 
paper we ignore the small contributions from one electron transitions. 

\ 
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Here the prime over the summation sign indicates that those states with either 

i or i  equal zero are excluded.    The conjugate complex of the wave function 

does not appear in Eq.   (2.2)   since the wave functions in the following d evelop- 

menf are taken to be real.  Furthermore,   for present purposes it is convenient 

to suppose that the wave function for each of the molecules can be taken as a 
A R 

Slater determinant made up of molecular orbital a,    <p and    <p       .      The 

orbitals are numbered by a subscript according to their energy,    6    .       Thus 

<p is the orbital of lowest energy,     £        ;   (h       has the next higher 

energy ,  c _ ; etc.      the molecules which we sh^ll consider have an even 

number of electrons   n = 2N,  and their ground state is a singlet.    To the ap- 

proximation of the present treatment,  there are no singlet-triplet transitions 

so that the only excited states which need be considered are themselves sing- 

lets.    Thus the wave function for the ground state of a molecule is a Slater de- 

terminant with two electrons in each of the molecular orbitals:     <f)     ,     ft       ; 

....o   <f> .   $      ^N*     ^^ wave functions of the excited states which 

we consider axe the same as the wave function of the ground state except that 

one of the two electrons in the i-th molecular orbital has been promoted to the 

j-th   molecular orbital.    Such a transition is denoted by the symbol   (i, j). 

In teems of these orbitals the ground state of the molecule   A   is the Slater de- 

terminant. 

A 

*  - 

A   , A   ,A 

t fi 

Here the   i-th   orbitals are moved from their normal positions in the deter- 

minant in order to facilitate the algebraic manipulations which follow.    Simi- 

larly the excited state     JL    of the molecule corresponding to the transition 

fi« j) has as its wave function the difference of two Slater determinants, 

^ -       ' 

.A jh   ,A/ 

^0C/8      «.  A      •••      «      /ft «      fi • ••     *      ft    J CZ.4) 

4 — 
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Now integrating the product of        ^ and ^t        over all of the 

coordinate and spin space for electrons 1, 2,    (a~l),   (a+1), 2NA 

leads to the result,, 

Since all of the electrons are equivalent, substitution of Eqs. (2. 1) and 

(2.5) into Eq. (2.2) leads to the following expression for the dispersion 

energy in terms of the molecular orbitals. 

(2.6) 

Here 

(2.7) 

(• i'lgjj) - j 5 tftotiugtW/M* * 

where the integrations are taken over the coordinate space of electrons    a 

and    b. 



2.3 

In a molecule containing conjugate double bonds there are two kinds of 

molecular orbitals.    First,  there are the pi-orbitala in which the electron 

is not localized in either a particular bond or on a particular atom but rather, 

the pi-electron is free to roam over the length of the conjugate double bond 

J system.    The other electrons in the molecules,  which we shall loosely refer 

to as   o~- electrons,   are localized in either individual atoms or chemical bonds. 

The usual treatment of dispersion energy applies to interactions between the 

•i 

sigma type electrons in one molecule and the sigma electrons of the second I  i 
I 2 
» I molecule,  Kg-^-.    In calculating   E ,_,_ ,   the terms     e   IT ,      are expanded in 
* <LD 

' inverse powers of    R   ,    the separation between the molecules.    This expansion 

converges rapidly provided that the linear dimensions of the electron orbitals 

, are small compared to the separation between the molecules.    For   pi-electrons, 

the size of the orbitals are comparable with the size of the molecules,   so that 

this type of expansion would not converge rapidly when the molecules are separ- 

ated by one or two molecular diameters.    Thus a somewhat different treatment 

is required in the calculation of the interaction of the pi-electrons of one mole- 

cule with either the pi-electrons of the other molecule,    E ^ ^ ,    or the sigma 

electrons of the other molecule,    E r TT  . 

The London Approximation 
2 

F.   London      suggested a method for approximating the matrix elements of 

Eq.  (2 7 ) corresponding to either pi-pi or sigma-pi electron interactions in 

which cases the usual treatment (expansion of   e   /r ,     in inverse powers of R) 

2.     F.  London,  J.  Chem.  Phys. 46,   305 (1942) 

! 
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does not apply for the values of the inter molecular separation which have the 

greatest physical interest.    First,  he considered the matrix element to be 

electrostatic energy of interaction between two electrical charge distributions: 

(2.8) 

The matrix component can then be written; 

These charge distributions are negative in some regions of space and positive 

in others,   depending upon the signs of the molecular orbitals.    Thus the nodal 

surfaces of    P     (ij)   divides all space into a number of cells or zones     k. 

Similarly the nodal surfaces of   o     (i'j') divides space into a set of cells or 

zones labelled   k'.    The matrix component can then be written in the form; 

' k        k'    (k)  fk'J 

(2. 10) 

CO Ck'J 

Throughout each cell, the charge distribution maintains either a positive or 

negative sign. London now defines a set of monopoles corresponding to the 

charge distributions.    The charges on the monopoles are 

(2.11) 

90'ttF 5 A*aUx* 
1 (K'J 

The monopoles are considered to be located at the points     R    (k)     and 

R      (k'(    given by the first moments of the charge distributions within their 

i 
i      r 
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respective zone 

A 

£y(kH ra?tlu) </$..< k) 
M (2.12) 

S C B /    B 

(k) 
The London approximation then consists of replacing the individual integrals 

of Eq.   (2.1 ) by the electrostatic interaction of the corresponding monopoles, 

ab 
;J')^ZZ^(k)^,(k')|R.(k).R»>(k.; 

k    k I ->j _(-j 

(2.13) 
JJ ' 

Since the London approximation forms the basis for the present calcula- 

tions, it is import ant to examine its validity. Let us consider one of the in- 

tegrals of Eq.   f2J0) 

Take     R.Jk)   to be the center of the coordinate system for electron   "a" 
B 1J 

and R       . {kc)    be the center of the coordinate system for electron "bM.    Let the 
h Z-axis for both coordinate systems point in the line from   R..(k)   towards 

B 
R-t-Jk').      Then   (r,G,^>)   are the spherical coordinates of electron "a"   and 

•: j • 

(r',6/0')   are the spherical coordinates of electron   "b"   in the two separate 
3 

reference frames,,    Then we can expand     1/r ,     in a bipolar expansion: 

im: \rr<\ \fr,! trr\ ( $- (j) ') 

7 -ESI   B,„,(r/i«)l!i(Me)T»;W)e,ml'-,V-i 
at    n-0 n'=0 ^--"n<     ' 

i^A 
Here the   B        „     are the bipolar expansion coefficients,   and (R." \>\.. »k) " j£ /./{.k ) 

n, n' I    «j Li 

3.     See "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids" by J.O. Hirschfelder, 
CF.Curtiss,   and R.B.Bird (John Wiley,   1954),  p. 834,  Eq.  (12.1-28). 



If the   k-th zone of molecule   A   and the   k'-th   zone of molecule   B    do not 

overlap or if   r = r' <6^,    the bipolar expansion coefficients have the very 

simple form, 

n + • n     V' 
oM     / /    fi\-t!h        (n^K f     ? (2.15) 
Dn,n'  Kr>*   '"'   fnt!ml)!(nVM)!     £"">'•• 

I j In this case,  the integral of Eq,   (2.10)  becomes: 

hi 
i 

I 
i 

1 

where the K        are a set of constants given by 
JL 

a. 
1     n-o      n      i'n 

(2. 17) 

! +£ ^    J^-W^X-V"] 
The summation going to    .1/2.     or  ( j£- ' //£    means to take whichever of the 

two is an integer.    The constants in this equation are the integrals 

Sn=^(rn?„(cose)Ak>^ (2.18) 

(k) 

A"»     0-n)!    J, ^ LJ b (2.19) 
(k) 

r,        (ntm)l    ; n lJ (2.20) 

(k) 

I J 
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(I-in) 
C-l) f     /(l-n)    « B 

2.7 

i-n    U-n + mJ!    (J^ «_„) ^ t'j' b (2 ^ 

I        f       n -p, *" A 
W     - ,-~T,i  \     r    P    (Cjft6) Sin m^    ?.. (k)df 

(ki 

!! v./'        ±!Ll   I    ,<«-"> T," 

(2.22) 

(k') J 

I A B 
I Thus  S    =L;..(k),    S'   -C (ks)   and because of the location of the origins of 

the two coordinate systems,    S, = S'     = L, ,   =    L! ,  = 0.     As a result the lead- » ~       1 1 11 11 ^ 
' ing terms of Eq.  (2. 13) are 

(kXk')   'J 'J 

The London approximation therefore consists of taking the first term of this 

infinite series.    The second term in the series    vanishes because of the loca- 

tion of the monopoles.    The third term,   which gives the first corrections to 

the London approximation depends on the second moment of the charge distri- 

butions.    The series converges rapidly and the London approximation is accur- 

ate provided that    iX    is large compared to the sum of the effective radii of 

the two charge distributions in the particular zones being considered. 
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The Coulson-Davics Method. 

Instead of using the London approximation,   Coulscn and Davies    expressed 

the molecular orbitals for pi-electrons as linear combinations of the    2p   atomic 

orbital*, 

 Icf 
X«U)-VT    *a   "PC-'^ (2.25, 

h 
l\ 
P Here r is the distance of the "a"-th electron from the     oc-th. atom 

(carbon atoms in the problems considered here); the J?-axis is taken per- 
i   *" 
if pendicular to the axis of the molecule so that   2     is the coordinate of the   a-th 

| electron in this direction; and   "c"  is a constant which for carbon has the 

value    1.625/a     where   a     is the first Bohr radius.    In a linear conjugated 
t ! o o 
; i polyene with   2N   carbon atoms,  there are   2N   molecular orbitals that can 

! be formed by linear combinations of the above atomic orbitals: 
I 

The one electron energies associated with these orbitals are 

€. =  2 V   COS ( ^ j = 1,   2,   ....   2N        (2.21) 

Here     X      is the "resonance integral"   which C oulson estimated empirically 

to have the value    -40 kcal/mole. 

4.     C.A.Coulson (Proc. Roy.Soc.  169A,    413 (1939)) developed the molecular 
orbitals given in Eqs.  (2. 22) and   (2.23)   and C.A.Coulson and P. L. Davies 

(Tr.  Faraday Soc.  48 ,  777 (1952)) applied them to problems involving pi-bond 
intermolecular forces. 

• 

! 4 
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Using the molecular orbitals of Eq.   (2.26) the matrix elements of Eq.   (2.7) 

which occur in the dispersion energy become linear combinations of integrals 

of the type, 

Because of the exponential decrease of the atomic orbitals with distance,  the 

only integrals which have appreciable size correspond to     o( and     >r, 

either coinciding with or being next door neighbors to     oL    and    ,-j      respectively. 

Furthermore,   since the size of the atomic ortibals is small compared to the 

separation,   R,  between the molecules,   it is possible to evaluate integrals of 

the type of Eq.   (2.-;) in the same manner as is usually done for the matrix 

elements of Eq.   (2.7) in the case of slgma-Figma electron interactions. 

The FEM orbitals 

Recently a different type of molecular orbital has been introduced which 

is more satisfactory for the calculations that follow because of its greater sim- 

plicity.    Moreover,   it is in no way inferior for  predicting the energies of ex- 

cited states and contains no constants which require empirical determination. 

This approach is known as the free electron model approximation.    The 

delocalization of the pi-electrons is taken literally and they are regarded as 

free to move in a one dimensional box which extends along the skeleton of the 

conjugated carbon atoms.    Thus the skeleton for a benzene molecule is essen- 

tially a circle around the benzene ring and for a linear polyene it is a line 

along the carbon network.    Whenever there is a free endpoint such as the 

terminal carbon atom of a linear polyene,  the "box" is extended an additional 

bond length,   or the carbon-carbon distance. 

For linear polyenes with   N   conjugated double bonds,   the free electron 

model molecular orbitals are given by: 

,        fx~    .     nrrx 
i> -\\~:   Sir n- i,a, ••• Uti n    VI I      > (2.29) 



; 
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•with the energies; 

f)> an (2.30) 

.• 

Here      -t        is the length of the one dimensional box and is equal to 

(2N + 1)D,  where   D    is the carbon-carbon bond length,   which wc take to 

be 1.4 A   5    x   is the distance along the electron path measured from one 

end and   m   is the mass of the electron. 

Because of the simplicity of the free-electron orbitals it is possible to 

substitute them directly into the matrix components of Eq.   (2.7)   and eval- 

uate the resulting integrals directly.    However,  these integrals can be ex- 

pressed in a simple closed mathematical form only if the conjugate double 

bond molecules are parallel and colinear.    For any other orientation,  the 

resulting answers can only be expresbcd in numerical form.    Thus,   it is 

desirable to use the London approximation which leads to very simple re- 

sults with very simple interpretations. 

The total energy of dispersion is the sum of contributions from the sigma- 

sigma,   pi-pi»   and sigma-pi electron interactions; 

i 

i, 

C<T FT <TTV (2.31) 

The treatment of thesr three types of interactions are quite distinct. 

Determination of Eg-g 

A satisfactory treatment of  Eff        has been given independently by 
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London and by de Boer      in terms of the polarizabilities of the chemical 

bonds,   in the parallel and perpendicular directions,       06 (|       and     06 ^ 

respectively.    The mean bond polarizability is      oL      =   (o6|( -t  2 ocx ) /3 

and     is'c(    -  cx-tj/iC is a measure of the electrical assymetry of the bond. 

In the London or de Boer treatment,   the energy of the principal transition 

(h y      or       h if.    depending whether the perturbation is parallel or perpen- 

dicular to the bond)   playa an important role.    We assume that this energy 

is equal to the bond ionization potential,   I .    Thus   I = h^.   =   h V^    . 

For calculational purposes we assume that   I = 100, 000 cm        =   12.4 e. v. 

With these assumptions,   the London or de Boer treatment gives; 

r <* 
crcr 

I 

8 , 

\«l 13 
Z, 

<? 
Ab 

+K[3 cos 6   - 
kA 

+ K [3 cos G    - 1 

/Sin A       SIOG.     C0S{/   -d  )x*' 
Le 

(2.32> 

•  a  cos 9     c os 6. 

-  CCS 0,    -  COS   -3 

J 

5. F. London, J. Phys. Chem. 46, 30 5 (1942); J. de Boer, Physica 9, 
363 (1942); also J. O.Hirschfelder, C.F.Curtiss, and R.B.Bird, — 

"Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids",   (John Wiley,   1954),  p.  969. 

' 4- 
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Here the   k     and J signify the chemical bonds in molecules   A   and   B 
A B 

respectively and the summation is to be taken over all of the chemical bonds. 

The angles   Q , and     © . are the angles which the bonds make with 
A 6 A u a radius vector joining the centers of the two molecules.      The    £>,      and   y>* 

KA 6 
are the angles which the projection of these bonds make with a plane passing 

through the radius vector.    Values of the bond polarizabi.lities have been 

estimated by Denbigh  „    For the aliphatic   C-C   bond and for the    C-H   bond: 

(C-C)aliph 6.4 2.90 (2.33) 

(C~H) 6.5 0.32 

If the two molecules are held at a fixed separation between their cen- 

ters and rotated through all orientations,  we obtain for the averaged value 

ofE<r<r> 

- 3      I     VA 
E -    -   T     TS    Z     ^u      "j (2'34) 

The values of the E  _ -.   as calculated by Eq.  (2.12)   are probably not 

accurate to within a factor of two but it is difficult to see how substantial 

improvements can be made in the formulation without making detailed cal- 

culations using accurate wave functions for each of the molecular species. 

This short summary of the treatment of the   E c-^is included here since we 

need to know values of the   E £-_   in order to compare the calculated with 

the experimental values for the dispersion energy. 

6.     K. G. Denbigh,  Trans. Faraday Soc.  36,  936 (1940) 

4—- 
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Determination of EYTTT 

In seeking the simplest determination of   E  -^ ^T    >     we u8ea the "free- 

electron"   model for the molecular orbitals in Eq.   (2.4).    Then,   we used 

the London method of approximating the resulting integrals.      The combina- 

tion of the two approximations lead to comparatively simple expressions for 

E ~ -.      which are easy to interpret.    Our results are to be compared with 
4 

the more accurate calculations of Coulson and Davies    who used good 

molecular orbitals and accurately evaluated their integrals, 

Determination of  Eq-rr 

The sigma-pi electron interactions have not been considered by previous 

investigators as a source of inter molecular energy.    It is therefore necessary 

to develop a new approach.    Consider the interaction between the sigma elec- 

trons in molecule   A   and the pi-electrons in molecule   B.    The sigma elec- 

trons are localized in chemical bonds.    For the pi-electrons we use the 

London notion of monopoles.    The matrix components of   Eq.  (2.7.)   then 

become the sum of interaction integrals between the   n      sigma electrons 

in the p-th chemical bond of molecule   A   with the   k-th   monopole in molec.le 

B.    The matrix components of Eq.  (2.7) then become: 

B 

(   , 11±. . ..,). 2       Z    1* e \[fa f >]   • %"'   I"     rx ^ lrak \u >   r      f        JL •    > V|r,-R,,tM     (2-35) 

C^.ccJ        monop 

A      •     6 

le< J 

If the size of the chemical bond is small compared to the distance.   R  , , 
pk 

from the center of the   p-th   chemical bond of molecule A to the   k-th 

monopole of molecule   B,  then \/ llfl~  R'#.Ak)| can be ex- 
J 

panded in inverse powers of   R  , .      Let the      -     -i-cis be the axis pk 

It 
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R 

i. 

of the chemical bond and let the center of the bond be the origin.    Then the 

spherical coordinates of the electron "a"   are    (r   ,   9    ,   $0    ).    Similarly 
3t 51 i-t 

the spherical coordinates of the monopole are ( R . ,   Q     ,      <p      ) 

Then 

(n-im ',: \rr., 

pk pk 

_ U • 

pk' 

-n      -L'-  V    I "    n--o rv.-n r 

Lr' 

(2. 36» 

The leading terms of this expansion are: 

(2.37) 

f. 

V I? 

a. 

pk 

Cc3   8^  ^os GpK 4 §inea S«n^K  Sio j£a   Sir ^pk 

+ Sin<3    sinfi      Cos «6    Zotd 
-h 

X    X 
      + 

•L-Vk   ^Xa Jpl< Y.L ** Z. 
k. 

p^ 

Since     0.   (a)    is orthogonal to   J>.   (d)     when we substitute this expansion, 
6 J 

Eq.  (2. 31),  into Eq. (2.3''),  the term     1/R .       does not contribute.    However, 
pK 

the next term   does not lead to vanishing integrals and it plays the leading role 

in the sigma^i   dispersion forces.     Thus to a good approximation, 

7.   "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids", Eq.  (12.1-25),  p.  842. 
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! 

:- 

r, 11 

("'iTT-hi') at 

^ 
(2.38) 

. Now the transition (i,j) is associated with a particular chemical bond    p 

I so that the   x   component of the transition dipole moment of the chemical bond 

is given by 

WpveK<(2\Nwv-^N 
Then making use of the equivalence of the electrons and Eq. (2. 5) it follows 

that 

{fJL^ Cp)).. * YI^   ^V) ^A((L)  X„ d ^ (2.40) 

The matrix components can therefore be written 

Now we must make use of the special properties of bond functions before sub- 

stituting Eq.  (2.41)   back into Eq.  (2.6).    These properties are; 

(1) Each transition i -» j occurs in a particular chemical bond so 

that the summation over    p   in Eq.  (2. 41)   is redundant. 

(2) If a particular transition i —* j has a transition dipole moment 

in the z-direction parallel to the bond, it cannot have a transition dipole 

moment in a direction perpendicular to the bond; and vice versa. 

(3) The symbols   i and   j   denote the sets of quantum numbers defining 

the state of the one electron bond orbital.    These quantum numbers are quite 
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i 

analogous to the set of four    fn, -£ ,   m, or ) defining the state of an electron 

in an atom.    Here now the energy of the state   lepends on the quantum numbers 

corresponding to    a,   M,      !m |    . 

Making use of these properties Eq.   (2.6) becomes; 

I: 

9iY(k) 

V RL 
A 2 

'-J ^ A \ /      3 ft  v 
1.6.-6. ) +(£.  -e ,1 

J      ' j' 

, <?f-/S*lU42> 

To reduce   'his sammation still further,   we note that     the cross-term 

(/S (P)).;     (/x> Co)   .      i« proportional to [ 5^.^,   ~ V^..,] . 

Furthermore the denominator of Eq.   (2.40) depends only on the absolute 

value of     m     and of m.    and   in the summation both   m.    and -m.   as well as 

m     and    -m. 
J 3 

and so 

SJ  Si 
P 

.1 * i 
On these accounts it follows that the < ross-terma vanish 

2 ^J <A<»>* +(? k   H,Vk)   "P 
Y . ) UM 

6 
_   q.,.,(lc) a 3 
Z   "1    ,      Z. ,   j   C/t,Cp)/; R ,(k)       fk/    / z '    °j pK 

(2.42) 

k 

Nov. let us assume that in molecule    A    there is only on- principal transition. 

ID each chemical bond and that the energy of this transition is   fc . - fc      - I . 

the   lonization potential or roughly 100,000 cm        or 12.4 e. v.      Also the 
9 

parallel and perpendicular bond polarizabilities are 

8. H.   Margenau,   Rev.  Mod. Phys.   U,   1 (1939),   see discussion on p.   20, 
9. See "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids",  p.   889,  Eq.   (12.6-16a). 
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I 

A 2  (/CL2(p)).. 
*n (p)= —_-. 

2.17 

(2.43) 

Then,  the dispersion forces between the sigma electrons of molecule   A 

and the pi electrons of molecule   B    can be written in the form, 

r 

2    --2L 

g^CO 
2   ~^ 

=[i * ^;€^] 

«.. fe M? 7 f 
"Lk R 

3 

ok 
z, pkJ j 

(2.44) 

The total sigma-pi interaction energy between the two molecules is then 

the sum of   E 
**Vb 

and    E 
°~BV 

Monopoles for Linear Polyenes 

The calculation of the monopoles for linear polyenes is easily carried 

out using the FEM orbitals of Eq.   (2. 2ri),   assuming that the polyenes are 

truly linear and that all carbon-carbon bonds have the same length,   1.4 A    . 

For linear polyenes the charge density of the monopoles is given by Eq.  (2.8) 

P   -   a 3e   sin    i-JTX  s;0   /Xx 
hj Jt 11 (2.45) 

This has nodes whenever   x   is citner a multiple of   Ji/i    or a multiple of 

Ji/j.       Thus the first monopole lies between   x = 0   and    x = JL/j   and each 

of the oth."-•-: monopoles lie between successive nodes.    If   y is       the 

x    coordinate r* the   k-th node,  then the strength of the   k-th monopole is 

-I — 



Z. 1$ 

± 
< 

V- 

^        V.    '> (2.4o) 

He ^[-(-^)-e-f^)] 
Sinf^ik)-sm(li^_) 

~J 

(.•i) 

And the location of the centroid of the     k-th   monopole    X.. (k)    is given by 

xLmf.(k)^ 

nyif I 
coS(_^_cos( — -HJj 

i   [   A /0+t)tr. 

\    ^ 
>)-«(«^]| 

q-l> \ H^p-, V      Sin li-^V.V] 

'U-)iryk.; 

(a An) 
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The results for "a few polyenes are given in T2.bie 2. 1. The notation 

(i, j ) signifies that the monopoles are for the transition in which the excited 

state contains the j-th FEM MC in place of the i-th FEM MO in the ground 

state. 

In each case the sum of the monopoles must be zero because of the 

orthogonality of the wave functions.    The signs of the monopoles for a given 

transition may be changed simultaneously without affecting the result,   since 

the quantity of significance is the square of the matrix element. 

For a polyene with   N   double bonds,   the transition (N,  N + 1) represents 

the largest contribution and is the only one that is listed for hexatriene.    We 

shall speak of such transitions as principal transitions. 

1 I 
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"fable 2. I       Monopoies for Linear Polyenes. 

The numbers given above the lines are the strengths of the monopoies 

Q   (k)   given in units of   e.    The numbers given below the lines are the dis- 

tances in   A      between the monopoies.   The transitions (ijj.) are given on the 

left hand side of this chart. 

ETHYLENE 

(1.2) 

. (.002 I 

-17325 —> 

-.(,0031 
-» 

ACETYLENE 

(1.2 ) 
-W.20OV-2 

•- 
•1.3.0042. 

<-\.53(.i 

BUTADIENE 

(1,3) 

(1.4) 

(2.3) 

-.37332 
•— 

-.sau-f- 
—•— 

+.33333. 

--a.l3<5- -«-a./3/i" ~» 

•T.ILJTI -.'kits' -t-.ikits -./tin 
• « a • 

*-I.LI9& -* +-/.&9S9 -*• *^.(.H3-* 

•*-.«& 7* A -J07L9   +.I67H -.4C.7S2 
• • • • 

*-/.5"<>*^ *      *-ti'M-*      —/•slit* 

(2. 4) 
+.3OOIO 

•— 
-.Jaoio 
 •— 

-.3ooio +.3ooio 

-\AlS4-- •-a.oi+4 -*        +.IMS4-* 

HEXATRIENE 

(3,4) 
+, 3<JS7J 

•— 
-.OllLS        +./So3l -Jt03l       *031L3 -.3L118 

*-\-5~ias -*•    »-/.a575-»    t-i.snsi -*    *-/•&&>*•* *-/. f/zs-* 
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III.  Results. 

Ethyl ene 

Ethylene is the simplest example of a molecule containing pi-electrons. 

We shall now discuss the calculation    of the dispersion energy for ethylene. 

We first consider the energy arising from the interaction of pi-electrons in 

one molecule with the pi-electrons in the other and shall compare the results 

with those obtained by Coulson and Dairies who used the LCAO orbitals.    Then 

we calculate the complete dispersion energy by taking account of the sigma- 

electrons as well as the pi-electrons,  and we compare with the experimental 

data. 

The qualitative behavior of the E ^.^       interactions in ethylene are 

easy to understand in terms of Eqs.  (2. 6) and (2.13).     According to Table 

2. 1 there is only one important transition in ethylene,  (1, 2) and there are 

only two monopoles associated with this transition.    These monopoles being 

equal in magnitude and opposite in sign correspond to a transition dipole having 

a dipole moment 

A*'   ?,a
(,)Kw-*/. <'>]••  *'+     debye (3.!) 

According to Eq.  (2. 30) 
a. 

-// 

Ve.-? m 
-a(4-l)-   i.owh    x/0    er^s    =   6.39   e.v. (3.2) 

For separations   R   between the centers of the molecules large compared to 

the separation between the monopoles,  Eq.  (2.6) reduces to 

r* [-5CO30COSG  f sinGA sin66  Cos(^~ 4Jj (3-3) 
TTTr Rb  L A 8 

where 

.G) • =   i.loi    xio     Cergs    -A'1") <3-4) 

aft»-e,) 
=   21. 2.5     (e.v. - A     ) 
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and t**» angles     &       and     Q        are the angles which the two molecules make 

with a radial  sector joining their centers and <p      and     y are the azimuthal 

angles which these molecules make with a plane passing through the radius 

vector. 

At smaller separations Eq.  (3.3)   is not quite correct because the 

j monopoles form a real dipole with a separation of 1. 7825 A     between the 

charge elements as contrasted to an ideal dipole with no separation between 

the charge elements.    The lack of ideality of the dipole-dipole interaction can 

be taken into account by introducing a function     t (R,    Q    ,   G    ,   p   ,   0    ) 
A B A B 

into the equation for    E «v ~  ? 

p      =_v   k  *.2coseA cos GR + sme sine cos(d-6)1  (3.5) 

The values of   tf (R,    Q   ,   &    ,   <fi    ,   <fi    )     are calculated using Eq.  (2.13) 
J\ XJ A XJ 

to compute values of    E—j. lor different configurations.    In the case of ethylene 

! 

u 

where there is only one principal transition,   (1, 2)   and only a single pair of 

monopoles Eq.  (2. 13) can be written in the simple form: 

G 
E      - " T        -h    -- 

,x     \«3        \%        RH,M, \, 1 
a. (3.6) 

where the     R are the distances between the   i-th and   j-th monopoles as 
M.M. 

i    J shown in Fig.  (3.2);   M.    and   M,   being the monopoles on one 

molecule and    M,   and   M.   the monopoles of the other molecule.    Thus the 

following results were obtained; 

} (a) Parallel and Opposed. C   -•   C *   , q . 
! ""      c   =c      J(*> 
j 

The results for this case can be summarized by the equation; 

| E1„r--(ai.M/clrt)*;   K ..». (37) 

Here . V is a slowly varying function of the separation      d (A ) 

which should approach a constant value at   large separations.      In Table 3. 1 

the present results   (HH)   are compared with those of Coulson and Davies 

(CD)   who used LCAO orbitals.    The values of    E or of       Y       which 

Coulson and Davies calculate are uniformly     4/3     of our values (except for 
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the calculations at   50 A     separation). 

Table 3. 1,    Ethylene Parallel and Opposed 

Calculated Values of the Coefficient       o      Defined by Equation (3. Y) 

i; 

d(£> HH CD HH /* CD 

4 0.760 1.009 1.328 
8 0.929 1.245 1.340 

10 0.955 1.280 1.340 
15 0.981 1.318 1.344 
20 0.988 1.315 1.331 
50 1.000 1.079 1.079 

I 

• 

(b)   Parallel and Displaced; 

c=c 

A. 
2        2        2 

For this case,    R    = y    + d   ;   co5     0     » cos   6       -   y_; 

$.,    =   0.       Thus Eq.   (3.5)    can be written 
B 

tr-rr 

d* ^ 
(a-3rO  y e.v. 

and 

(3.8) 

Comparing the values of    E ir TT 
calculated from   Eq.  (2.13)   and the ex- 

pression for     E^^   of   Eq.  (3.8) we obtain the values of    )(   given in Table 

3.2. 
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ti 

y U) 

Figure 3.1;-J ^ffff, 
uration for d = 3 A 
Da vie s. 

for Ethylene in Displaced Parallel   Config- 
Triangles are Results of Coulson and 

I 4- 
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Table 3. 2 

tf For Ethylene Parallel Displaced     (Eq.     3.8) 

yfl) d-iZ d^SA* 

o 0.6312 0.9289 
l 0.4722 0.9376 
2 8.3913 1.1527 
3 0. 4918 1.0052 
4 0.8514 1.0677 
5 0.9819 1.3140 
6 1.0305 .4625 
7 1.0451 .8475 
8 1.0471 .9197 
9 1.0458 .9547 

10 1.0420 .9718 
11 1.0363 
12 1.0340 .9932 
13 1.0255 
14 1.0267 1.0031 
15 1.0237 
16 1.0071 
18 1.0060 
20 1.0071 

Figure 3. 1    gives the values of     E^^      for   d   * 3A     and shows the excellent 

agreement which is obtained with the more exact calculations of Coulson and 

Da vie s. 

The most characteristic feature of the curve for     E_ie the node which 

occurs between     y = 2A     and     y = 3A     for the case of     d = 3A .      If the mor.o- 

poles behaved like an ideal dipole,   then according to Eq.   (3. 7),   the node should 

occur when   y = d/ ~\l      or for     d = 3 A ,  the nodal     y     should be 2. 12 A . 

Actually,   since the monopoles lie a distance of   1.78 A   apart,  the corrections 

for lack of ideality are very large for this small separation.    This is seen from 

the large value of       o        in Table 3. 2   for   y -lA^     Actually we find that the 

node should occur for     y ~ 2.43 A. This is in almost perfect agreement with 

Coulson and Da vie s who find the node occurring for   y = 2.45 A .    For   d - 8 A 

we obtain equally good agreement with Coulson and Davies for     E ^ y        as a 
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function of   y.     In this case ws find the node occurring at   5. 58 A     while 

Coulson and Davies calculations lead to   5. 60 A .     For   d = 8 A     the node 

would occur at   y = 5. 66 A     if   the monopoles were ideal.    The larger the 

value of    d     ,  the more closely does the node occur at the ideal-dipole 

value,    y = . 707 d. 

(c)   One Molecule Rotated in Plane of Other Molecule and the Radius 
Vectox* 

HC"   eA^'eB = -2"^ T 
,        , R 

and     0.  = 0_    s   0 i £ -' 

According to Eq.  (3.3) 
for this case, 

a-i.as y        a 

For R *s 7 A , the values of IT which we calculate are given in Table 3. 3. 

For this ease the ideal-dipole approximation is very good. Coulsosn and Da- 

vies obtained the same qualitative behaviour as our results except that here 

Table 3.3       X  For Ethylene Rotated in Plane of 
other Molecule and the Radius Vector. (Eq. (3.9)) 
Here   R = 7 R . 

X Y 
Degrees 

0 1.101 
15 1.080 
30 1.042 
45 0.980 
60 1.006 
75 0.882 
90 1.000 

u 
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again their values are   4/3   of ours. 

Complete Diapers ion Energy for Ethyl'ne 

The formulae for   E and for   E ff c ~.i~ «.w*    ^ ^ are given by Eqs. 

(A.32)   and   (2.44)   respectively.      Let us perform the calculation for 12 

separate orientations of the two molecules when their centers are separated 

by   10 A .    In the calculations of    Effr    and of   EJ-J   we use the bond polar- 

izabilities   of   (C-C)   ...       in place of   C - C   since we do not wish for the 
aliph 

bond polarizabilities to include the contribution of the pi-electrons.    For the 

C-H bonds we neglect the assymetry of the polarizability tensor and use the 

average polar izability in place of     OL ,,    and      &• ^ This   greatly sim- 

plifies the numerical calculations.      It is convenient to number the mono poles 

(M)   and centers of bonds   (H)   and   (C)   as shown in Fig. (3.2) 

H. 

M, © N s k 

Fig.   (3.2) 
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For these calculations the   C-H   bond length is taken to be    1.07 X     and the 

C=C   distance is 1.34   A .    The angle between adjacent   C-H   bonds is   100   . 

Let the distances between the centers of two   C-H   bonds be called   R ; 
H.H. 

between the center of the first   C~C   bond and the center of C-H 

bond,   R_   „ ;   between the first monopole and the center of a   C-H bond, 
C. H. 

R  „    . ; etc. The twelve cases considered are shown schematically 
M.H. 

in Figure 3.3.    For these cases the expressions for   E  g-j- is 

(in e.v.  whei   distances are in   A )? 

i-/  j-5 H.H. f»5 C,^ 

« 

0.6V5"£   ^i 

a.   L 

[t+ 2,9 (3 Cos* 6C -i )1 

_ 0.635" 

R* 
c.ca. 

O, 2.   +   0.29 fcos   Q„   + COS  0     ) 

+ J.«Hfaccs^ cose   -sinS„ si^e   c.0*(<j> -<j>   )), 
c<      ca    (3.10) 

Here   (  9      ,0     )   and    (   ©  ,   ,   ^>.      )     are the angles that the   C =C   bonds 
Cl     Cl U2 "2 

make with the radius vector and a plane including the radius vector joining the 

center of the two bonds.    Also,  for the cases considered,  the expression for 

E is   (in e.v. when distances are in   A), 
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Fig.   3. 3.      Twelve configurations of two ethylene molecules.    The 
A.,  B.,   C.,    and   D.      represent four orientations of the carbon- 
carbon bonds.    The other orientations differ from these by rotations 
of   90      about the   C-C   axes as indicated. 

' V 

i 

1. 
A. 

B 

B. 

/- 
S Molecules in same plane. 

Second molecule rotated perpendiv 
cular to plane of first molecule. 

Molecules in same plane. 

Second molecule rotated in plane 
perpendicular to first molecule. 

r Molecules in same plane. 

First molecule rotated into plane 
perpendicular to second. 

y Second molecule rotated into plane 
perpendicular to first. 

- -X—^ 
°.   HI—-.* 

-. -\—--//•• 

Both molecules rotated by 9C 
into new plane. 

First molecule in   xz   plane 
second in     yz     plane. 

First molecule rotated by 90 

Second molecule rotated by 90 

Both molecules rotated by 90   . 

\— 
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cnr 

4 r ' 
•113 Z   ^ f 3 3 

r'"   ?•     'V* s3      i?3 

I 

-(or\y  in cxx^es A.^A^) 3.3/« 
'(, V2C.) <VV 0' 

•V-Zcj 

(3.11) 

Here the Z      and   2,,     are the coordinates in the direction of the radius 
C M 

vfcctor from  G.   to   C   •   and   Rw .,      »   R ,  _,    =   1.783.     For general 
I & M. M _ M o M . 

orientations of the two molecules,  the last term in   Eq.  (3. 11)   becomes 

somewhat more complicated but can easily be worked out from Eq.  (2.44). 

The results for the 12 different configurations of the ethylene molecules 

is given in Table 3.4.    In order to obtain mean values of the dispersion 

energy corresponding to spatially averaging the molecules over all orienta- 

tions,  first of all we must average with respect to rotations about the C-C 

bonds.    This is accomplished by averaging the results for   A.    and   A-   to 

give an average   A; average Bx and   B?   to get an average   3;   average   C., 

C_,   C,, and   C.   to get an average C; average   D,,    D_,    D,,    and  D.   to 

get an average   D.    In the above averaging each of the orientations is given 

equal weight.    The resulting four orientations of the C-C axes correspond to 

the four configurations of the H-H axes in the interaction of two hydrogen 
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molecules problem which Evetl  and Ma'gfnau        studied.    Thev  found ih*»    n • *>•- 

case,  the most reliable mer*n values of Ihe interaction <*tir r g?.p s 5fl Attained by  i* 

suming the weights    0.085,     0,25,    0. £15,    -=«nd   0.25   for the < onfjgur atjons A, 

B,   C,   and D.    Using the»r weights we  obta-ned the jesuJt«  .ndt. aicd  'n Tab> 

3.4.    First of all.,    it is surprising how little dvfierence the orientation of thf 

Tab]e 3.4 Energy of interaction Between 
Two Eih^Iene Molecules Sep^r^ted h\ * Distance  of 
10 A .     'All energies are gj ,-en in units of 10     e.v. 

0 (T 

1.93 

1.93 

0.85 

0.82 

C, 0.00 1.18 

1.18 

1.13 

0.79 

0.77 

0.77 

0.74 

Orientation ~E~ Trtr 

Al 
0.91 

A2 0.91 

Bl 
0.20 

B2 
0.20 

Cl 
0.00 

C2 
0.00 

C3 
0.00 

C4 
0.00 

Dl 
0.00 

D2 
0.00 

D3 
0.00 

D4 
0.00 

•E^r total 

2.28 5. 12 

2.28 5. 12 

0.29 1.34 

0.28 1.30 

0.75 1.93 

0.75 1.93 

0.73 1.86 

0.73 1.86 

0.28 1.07 

0. 27 1.04 

0.27 1.04 

0.27 1.01 

Mean Values      6.13 1.04 0.64 1.81 

Experimental Dispersion Energy from 
Lennard-Jones Potential       16,12) 4.06 

C-H bonds make in the Err   and    E   ^  . 

When one uses the Lennard-Jones (6, 12) potential to fit the experimental 

10.   A. Evett and H. Margenau, Phys. Rev. 90 ,   1021 (1953). 

4- 
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data of viscosity of Ethylene as a function of temperature,  the force con- 

stants    6     and      <3"    are found to be   0.0177   e.v.    and   4.232 A     re- 

spectively.    If this Lennard-Jones potential were correct,  the energy of 
u,   6 

dispersion would be equal to   4 6 <J /R    .     This empirical potential energy 

curve therefore provides an experimental comparison of our average value 

of  E        ..    The fact that our theoretical value is smaller by a factor of 

1.81/4*06 « 0.45   is not surprising since most theoretical values of dis- 

persion energies are smaller than the Lennard-Jones values by about this 

ratio 

11. See "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids", p. 966,  Table   13.3-1. 

\— 
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Acetylene 

The forces between two acetylene molecules are much the same as 

between two ethylenes.    In acetylene the triple bond contains two pi-bonds but 

these   pi-electrons can be treated in exactly the same manner as the pi- 

electrons in ethylene0     The carbon-carbon bond length in acetlene is 1.207 A 

I  j and the carbon-hydrogen bond length is 1.060   A   .     Using the monopole 

i Strengths and separation given in   Table   2. 1   we obtain the skeletal structure 

•   i of the acetylene   molecule shown in Fig.   3.4.    As in the case of ethylene, 
I I 
| there is only one principal transition which needs to be considered,   (1, 2),   so 

I  ! /—Monopole Strengths-y 

t + 1.200 e - 1.200 « 

Hl Ml Cl M2 H2 

1.134      -0.768 0 +0.768       +1.134 

•Distances in    A   to right of   C.- 

Fig.   3.4 „  Skeletal structure of acetylene. 
Here   C.    is the center of the C-C bond and 
H.    and   H_   are the centers of the C=H 
bonds.    The     M.    and   M2   are the two 
monopoles for the principal transition. 

that the formulae for the three different types of electron interaction are 

simple.    For acetylene,  the transition dipole moment is    /A-]7 
s 8.86 debye 

and* the transition energy is   €      -    6     =8.60 e. v.     At large separations 

E -,„        ia given by Eq.  (3.3)   where now   G = 140 e.v.   - A       .    At smaller 

- separations^ E^^     is given by-Eq.  (3.-6) where-    &..-. w    =1.537 A.    The 
» »r M..M.~ 

{ 
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formula for   E ^.g- is given by Eq.   (3. 10) where now the summation over 

"i"     includes only   1     and     2     and the summation over    "j"     includes only 

3     and     4.    For the purposes of computation for the present paper,   we con- 

sider only four basic orientations of the two acetylene molecules,   namely the 

same orientations of the   C-C   bonds as were considered in the case of 

ethylene;   A,  B,   C, D   of Fig.   3.3.    For acetylene,which is a linear molecule, 

it is not necessary to consider the sub-cases indicated by subscripts on the 

A,  B,  C,   and D.    For these cases,  the sigma-pi interactions for acetylene 

are given by 

<nr 

a. 

3.978^ ~   * ~r  
\H5    \H4 RH.M3   ^ 

3.978 2 
i"3 

a    \ -7 

L + _L _ (w'C.-y) 
3 V, *v. 

(only in case A)    11.51 

~i 

(VZ0      te-ij x     <V 

\(vvs"c\U;) 
(3.12) 

Here again the Z's   are coordinates in the direction of the radius vector 

going from    C.     to     C_,    and again the formula for a general orientation 

would have a last term which is somewhat more complicated. 
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The results of these calculations are given in Table 3„ 5.    The mean values 

are obtained,   as in the c.ise of ethylene,  by assigning the weights:   0.085, 

0.25,    0.415,   and 0.25   to the configurations   A,  B,  C,  and D.    Using the 

Lennard-Jones parameters   £  =; 0.016 e.v.    and C =      4. 221 A 

Table 3. 5.       Energy of Interaction Between 
Two Acetylene Molecules Separated by a Distance 
of 10 A .   (Energies are given in units of 10       e. v.) 

Orientation -E trr ~Ecnr total 

A 1.97 0.89 2.22 5.08 

B 0.45 0.97 0.37 1.79 

C 0,00 1.81 0.97 2.78 

D 0.00 0.22 0.36 0.58 

Mean Values     0.28 1.12      0.77 2.17 
Experimental Dispersion 
. Energy from 

Lennard-Jones   (6,12)   Potential 3.62 

determined from fitting experimental viscosity of gas data,   we obtain an 

empirical check on our theoretical calculations.    In this case our theoretical 

dispersion energy is smaller than the empirical value by the factor 

2. 17/3.62 - 0. 60 which is exactly the same as for the case of ethylene. 

\ 

4- 
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Butadiene 

Now let us consider the pi-pi dispersion energy for Butadiene.    This 

example is much more complicated than either the ethylene or the acetylene 

cases.    There are four transitions which must be considered.    They are,   in 

the order of their importance:    (Z, 3),     (2,4),     (1, 3),     and   (1,4) .    At large 

separations,   the   (2,3)    and the (1,4)    charge distributions could be approx- 

imated by a dipole but the (2, 4)   and (1,3)   are essentially quadrupole charge 

distributions.    Naturally,   the positions of the nodes and maxima in the energy 

of interaction is difficult to describe in terms of simple equations.    Neverthe- 

less,    the " long-polyene approximation"   which considered presently gives a 
i» 

ii 
surprisingly good representation at large separations.    In this approximation 

only the principal transition,   (2, 3),   is considered.    However,   at small separ- 

ations there is no satisfactory way of avoiding the detailed calculations.    Let 

us use the symbol   (i i' ,  j jc)   to indicate the transition (i ,    j)   in molecule 

» A     and the transition ( i' ,  j' )    in the molecule   B.    The numbers preceding 

each term indicates its degeneracy.      Let us consider two configurations, 
i 

(a)   Parallel and Opposed. 

The results for this case are given in Table 3.6. 

From symmetry considerations it is easy to see that the transitions (11, 34), 

(21, 33),   (21,44)   and   (22, 34)   do not contribute to the energy of dispersion. 

It is seen that the principal transition (22, 33) is always the largest contributor, 

followed by (21, 34)   and (22,44).    However,   at large separations only the 

| (22, 33) is important. 

' (b) Displaced Parallel Configuration. 

Here the symbols     y     and     d     have the same significance 

as in the case of ethylene.    The contributions of the various transitions and 
• 

the values of     E^^     are given in Table  3.7   for various values of     y   when 

d   = 8 A .    The variation of   E^^ with   y   is shown in Fig.   3.4     Because the 

dispersion energy is the sum of a number of terms each having different nodal 

points,    Effn.    has a minimum value different from zero. 
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It is interesting to compare the results of the present calculations using 

the FEM orbitals with the calculations of Coulson and Davies using the LCAO 

orbitals.    The first difference to note is that the degeneiacy of the terms is not 

always the same for the LCAO and the FEM treatments.    For example in the 

parallel opposed configuration,   in the LCAO treatment the (22,44) is 4-fold de- 

generate whereas in the FEM treatment the (22,44) is singly degenerate.    How- 

ever,   in the F*3M treatment the singly degenerate (11, 33) and the doubly degen- 

erate (21, 43) have very nearly the same values for the matrix elements.    There 

is therefore very little physical effect of this difference in the degeneracies. 

Rather uniformly,   the Coulson and Davies results give values of     -E-_-» larger 

than ours by a factor of 5/3.    Such a difference could arise through the particu- 

lar empirical value of the resonance integral which Coulson and Davies used or 

it could result from errors in the FEM approximation or in honest differences 

between the LCAO and the FEM approximations. 

Hexatriene 

For hexatriene,   we consider only the principal transition,   (33,44) 

whereas Coulson and Davies cqnsider a large number of transitions.    Table 3.8 

compares our results with those of Coulson and Davies for the parallel opposed 

configuration.    Uniformly,   the Coulson and Davies values are 5/3 of ours. 

Table 3.8 ~^irrr (c°v°) f°r Hexatriene 
in the Parallel Opposed Configuration. 

d (A) Our Results Coulson and Davies 
-2 " •-«—-— 

4 6.04 x 10 

8 3.57 x 10*"3 

15 1.43 x 10"4 

20 2,86 x 10"5 

30 2.75 x 10" 

50 1.35 x 10 = ? 

11 35 x 10 

6. 07 x 10"3 

2 42 x 10"4 

4 85 x 10"5 

4 70 x 10"6 

4 01 x 10"7 

h- 
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Approximate Treatment of Long Polyenes 

.Let us develop an approximate method for treating the dispersion ener- 

gy between linear polyenes for the case that the number of double bonds,   N,   is 

large and thr separation between the two molecules is large compared to the 

length of the molecule.    Consider the energy arising from the interaction of 

pi-electrons with pi-electrons,    E^^       ,    the energy arising from the inter- 

action of sigma-electrons with sigma-electrons,    Ej.r   ,  and the energy aris- 

ing from the interaction of sigma-electrons with pi-electrons,    E ^~  . 

We include only the principal transition for the pi-electrons so that 

the    . transition charge density is given by: 

a.   e Nine        (w+Oft-* 

Using a familiar trigonometric identity this may be rewritten; 

(3.14  ) cos ** - cos ^iAllULl 

For large   N   the second term in the brackets is a rapidly oscillating function 

so we make the approximation that it may be neglected.   Our approximate 

charge density is then given by: 

fl e TT X 
? - I" "s — ,3.i5, 

In using the London approximation we then obtain a   "dipole"   and it may easily 

be seen to consist of a positive and negative charge of magnitude 
B 8 

Q       (+) »-Q       (-) m   (ii /'xx) e.       separated by a distance of   A 1/ V .        The 
'N,N« 9NtH + \ .        j_ 
dipole moment is then   Qs^   £ *-)/ TT In Table 3.9    we compare the di- 

pole moment with the dipole moments for the principal transitions for ethylene, 

butadiene,   and hfxatriene.. 

I -I- 
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Table 3.9, 

Comparison of Principal Transition 
Dipole Moments with Asymptotic Value 

A N.N+1 
Malecule Transition Dipole Moment 

Ethylene 0.25473 ei 
Butadiene 0.27512 el 
Hexatriene 0.28073 e Jj. 
Asymptotic Value 0.28658 ei 

L 
\ e<en 

It is seenAthat for ethylene the deviation is not great and that the asyunptotic 

value is rapidly approached which suggests that the approximation is a good 

one.   We now make a further approximation that the interaction of two such 

dipoles may be given by the interaction oi two ideal dipoles as in Eq.  (3, 3). 

Finally,  making use of the fact that the length of the molecule is   (2N + 1) x 1. 4 A 

we obtain the following result for the dispersion energy arising from pi-pi 
i 

interaction: 

5   [_3 cos©acoseb+sinea3inel) cosC^-^)] 

1TTT R <3'16) 

where R,  the separation,   is measured in   A .    Averaging over angles introduces 

a factor of 2/3 and gives the result: 
5 

(aiHO 
E1MT  -°°q33S     ~~^" (3-17) 

It is seen that   E^^       i« proportional to the fifth power of the length of the 

polyene,  a result also reported by Coulson and Davies.    However,  their coeffi- 

cient is somewhat larger.    Thus for   9^= $b - ^.,^=^b their coefficient is 

0.246   compared to the above value of 0.1400 3. 

In treating   E ^        we use Eq.  (2. 32);   treat all bonds as if they were 

at the center of the molecule; and average over all orientations of the molecules. 

The averaging over all orientations has the effect of making all of the terms 

with     o *s   vanish so that 

! •!• 
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F-  ,-\iq^ yz « yV 
<r<r T        L     *A      £,      *B 

(3. 18) 

Here the sums are to be taken over all of the chemical bonds in the two 

molecules.    Since a polyene with   N   double bonds has   (2N-1)   C-C   bonds 

and   (2N+2) C-H bonds,   it follows that 

2 

(3.19) h "  ;         ( C.V.    -A      ) 
T(T f?' 

We have,  of course,  regarded all double bonds as single bonds in this calcu- 

lation inasmuch as we do not wish to include the pi-electrons in this expression. 

It is seen that   E <rcr varies approximately as the square of the length of the 

molecule so that for sufficiently long molecules it is negligible compared with 

EiTfr • 

In order to obtain a simple form for the average value  of E ^ ~  for 

long polyenes at large separations,   let us assume;   (1) that each of the chem- 
-24      3 ical bonds has a mean polarizability      ct   = 0.645 x 10       cm     and we ignore 

the difference between the perpendicular and parallel polarizabilities as well 

as the difference between the polarizabilities of the C-C and of the C-H bends. 

(2) We assume that the centers of each of the chemical bonds coincides with 

the center of the molecule.    Let   h = distance between the monopoles and   R 

and   R     be the distancesfrom the center of the molecule to the plus and minus 

monopoles respectively.    The geometry is then as shown in Fig.   3.5.Then: 

-t- 

Fig.   3.5 

-i— 
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E 
<TTr •1 

Rf.+ R_-h 

\5 R! 

a -, 

(3.20) 

Here the factor   2   in the numerator is due to the fact that the sigma-pi 

energy is the sum of contributions from the sigma electrons of   A   interact- 

ing with the pi's   of   B   and the sigmas of   B   interacting with the   pi's   of  A; 

and   4N f 1   is the number of chemical bonds in one molecule.    From the 

geometry of   Fig.3J5.it follows that 

(3.21) 

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (3. 20 )   and expanding the resulting 

equation in powers of   h/R   ,    it follows that the term in   1/R     is the leading 

term and it is given by 

oCa [4N + IJ h - 

CTTT [l+!su-e a.]    R' (3.22) 

/ 

Now remembering that feN+1 -eN )    =   19.17/(2N+1) e.v.j 

I m 12.4 e.v. i   h x 2.8 (2N+l)xiO~8 /7T  ;    and q * f2. e/fr 

follows that 

Enr" 
( |+ 3 "COS*  X ) 

it 

(3.23) 

Averaging   E ^.^    over all orientations of the two molecules corresponds to 

averaging    dos   X •   Since the spatially averaged value of COS/=    K3   ,    it 

follows that 

•0"TT 

1.49 (*N + 0(ftH + 0' 
(N+ iai)   R6 (3.24) 
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We sse that   E Q-~ varies approximately as the cube of the length of the 

molecule so that its significance for large molecule* is greater than   E    r 

but less than  E 1rTl   . 
,6 

In Tablel.lOwe present the coefficients of 1/R     for the three dispersion 

energy terms for various values of  N   .     It is interesting to compare the re- 

sults for   N   equals one with our previous result* for ethylene 

6        Table 3.1Q 
Coefficients of   1/R    for Different Polyenes Using 
"Long Polyene Approximation*;    The Coefficients 
are given in Units of. e. v.   -A 

/ 

N "E•-R •E      R trtr -E      R trir 

89 23 
512 292 

1560 1570 
3520 5510 
8800 34700 

26200 133000 
50400 381000 

•E    R 
total 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
8 

10 

98 
317 
661 
1139 
2440 
4260 
6570 

210 
1120 
3790 
10160 
45900 
163500 
438000 

which are given in Table 3.11. It may be concluded that the long polyene 

approximation is fairly satisfactory even in the case of ethylene,  the small*st 

polyene. 

Table 3.11 

Comparison of "Long Polyene Approximation* with 
Accurate FEM Calculations for Ethylene.    The Co- 
efficients are given in units of e. v. -A     > and have 
the Values Approached when the Molecules are 
Separated  by Large Distances. 

Accurate   FEM 

"EGT R 

104 

~E<nrR 

64* 

"EirirR 

13 

total R 

181 

"Long Polyene Approxf 98 89 23 210 



Bensene 

12 The FEM MO's for benzene        which we shall regard as having a cir- 

cular free electron path,   are given by: 

d     ••    -7=-     COS   n G 

M ~     -rr^     sin     »"1  © 

(325) 

n- 1,2,3 

Their energy is given by 

I ^n -    ~£l ,   "•  °,',2,3 (3.26) 

Here    &      is the angular coordinate of the electron and   C   is the circumfer- 

ence of the ring.    We assume that all the carbon-carbon separations are 

1.4 A   BO that,  roughly speaking, C** w* 1.4 A .    Note that for   n   greater than 

sero the molecular orbitals are doxibly degenerate. 

In the ground state of benzene,  the six ft* electrons are located in the 

three orbitals    <f>0 }   <#(C   ,  and   ^/S  . 

In treating benzene we shall consider only the principal transitions 

which result from transitions of     ir     electrons from either the     1 c   or the 

1 s    orbitals to either the   2 c    or the   2 s    orbitals• 

Substituting the FEM   MO's   as given by {3.25)   we have the following 

expressions for the transition charge densities: 

? - 9 a          IS ; sc 
-= if a e 

i'r 
sin 6  cos a© 

- <3 e s>o e    a'tn ae 

§ - 3 
c.     ' ic. j a.c 

•» cos e    cos I® 

9*9 0 
*2 e. 

T' 
cos G    sin ft-© 

(3.271' 

13.      H. Kuhn,  Helv. Chim. Acts 3d,   1441 (1948),   31,   1780    (1948$, 
J. Chem. Phys.   lb,  840 (1948),   17,   1198 (1949); Bayliss, 
J. Chem. Phys. _16,   287 (1948); Simpson,  J. Chem. Phys. 
16.   1124 (1948)r>,  Ruedenberg and Scherr,  J. Chem. Phys. 
21,   1565,  (1953)5 Scherr,  J. Chem. Phys.  2JL,   1582 (1953); 
PUtt,  J. Chem. Phys.  17s  484 (1949),  21,   1597 (1953). 
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The energy associated with these transitions may be deduced from 

Eq-  (3.26) and has the value: 
2. 

3 h 

V£>      "        2mC* (3.28) 

In calculating the monopoles it is helpful to note that 

^c =   (Ro tation by 90°)   x   ?^ 

§   =  (Rotation by 90°)     x   §. (3.29) 

so that we need carry out calculations only for    ?      and       V b .    in each 

charge density region we locate the effective charge by calculating the 

first moment,   i.e. ,  we obtain the mean values of   x   and   y    and find that 

in general the monopoles are not located on the ring but are inside it. 

Thus we obtain the monopoles which are illustrated in Figure 3.6.     The 

position of the atoms relative to the monopoles is of no importance in the 

FEM model. 

-I 

/' 
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Figure 3.6.    Monopoles for Principal Transitions for Benzene 
(Units are Angstroms and electronic charge,    e). 
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Let us calculate the dispersion energy between two benzene molecules 

arising from pi-pi   interaction for the orientation in which the two benzene 

rings are parallel and   facing each other and are separated by a distance,    d 

(see Figure 3. 7). 

Figure 3.7 

Parallel Opposed Configuration 
for   Benzene. 

L»et us denote the energy arising from the interaction of monopole dis- 

tribution (Is; 2c) = a   with monopole distribution   (Is ; 2s) = b     by the symbol 

(a, b, )   and so forth.    From symmetry considerations we see that the terms 

(a, b),    (a, c),    (b, d)   and (c, d)   are zero.    The terms which contribute are 

(a, a)   =  {cfcc)s     (b, b) •- (d, d)   and   (a, d)   ~   (b,c),    the last two being each 

two-fold degenerate.      It is then a straight forward matter to calculate the 

different energy terms and the results are presented in Table 3.12-        In 

Table 3,12 the     term values    are multiplied by their degeneracy to give their 

contribution to the total dispersion energy. 
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Table 3, 12 

- E^Dispersion Energy for Benzene for 
Parallel Opposed Configuration (in e.v.) 

X) -2(a„ a) -21b, b) -4(a,d) "ETr^r % 

5 3.07 x 10~3 1. 17 x 10"3 2.31 x 10" 6. 55 x 10" 0.70 5 

10 6. 19 x 10"5 ?.36 x 10"5 4.71 x 10"5 1.33 x 104 0.916 

15 5.lz x 10" 2. 18 x 10" 4.36 x 10'6 1.23 x 10"5 0.965 

25 2.74 x 10•7 1.04 x 10"7 2.09 x 10~7 5.87 x 10~? 0.987 

50 4. 34 x 10'  ; 1„65 x 10"9 3.30 x 10~9 9.29 x 10"9 1.000 

To a good approximation,    E ^ ^     varies inversely as the sixth power of the 

separation J»O that it is convenient to write it in the form: 

where        °        is a slowly varying function with values given in Table 3. 12. 
13 

Davies has made a rather extensive study of the  TT-TT   interactionsof 

two benzene molecules using the    LCAO   method.    His results agree well with 

the values given in Table 3. 12   except that they are larger in the ratio 

228/145 s 1. 57.    Davies also considered the variation of the   IT-TV     dispersion 

forces with angles and with various types of displacements.    He concludes 

that the   ft"-TT    and   0"-• cr    forces must be much larger than the  TT-TT    forces in 

order to account for the properties of crystalline benzene,    As a matter of 
14 

» fact   de Boer succeeded in explaining the heat of sublimation of benzene 

without ever considering    TT    electrons. 

13. P.  L.  Davies,  PH.D.  Dissertation,   King's College,  University of 
' London (1949). 

14. J.  de Boer,   Trans.  Faraday Soc.   32,    10 (19 36). 
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APPENDIX. 

Polarizability of the Polyenes < 

The longitudinal polarizability of the polyenes arising from the 

"V    electrons may be calculated using equations (2.44)   and (2.40).    For this 

calculation we shall not assume the polyene to be linear.    Rather let us con- 

sider all   C-C bonds to be 120     and that the polyene is in the     configuration 

(see Fig. AJ). 

written 

Because of the angle of 120  ,  equation (2.40) must be 

Fig. A.l -/*v^/-cv-- 
Trans-Polyene for   N«3.    The extra bonds 
correspond to the free electron path and 
the dashed line represents the axis at the 
polyene. 

j*H = IT e J>ic*)f:y ty<*)d* (A.l) 

Inserting tho free-electron functions   (2. 29)   for the transition  ^-* ^ •"' 

for an   N-polyene gives the result: 

U/WO X ' ' (A. 2) 

It then follows from   (2.44)   that the polarizability is: 

,2. 

ot      =    /. 81 x it 
H 

C rr\' (A. 3) 

Results using this equation are compared in Table   A. 1   with values obtained 

by Da vies     who used LCAO   molecular orbitals. 

For large polyenes   (A. 3) becomes: 

*N 
=    /,<?/ x /o'lS (2M+l) trf): 

(A. 4) 

*   P.  L. Davies,  Trans.  Faraday Soc.    48,  789 (1952) 
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BO that the polarizability is proportional to the cube  of the length of the 

molecule.    Davies obtains nearly the same result: 

. ,1- 5 f . * 
!- ^/sj/Da•/• e? (A. 5) 

Table A. 1     Polarizabilities «*f the N-Polyenes 

N 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

H-H 

38   <   10"25cm3 

Davies 

35       10        cm 

209 

596 

1290 

2370 

204 

596 

2400 

In the case of ethylene it is more significant to calculate the polar- 

liability along the axis of the double bond. From Fig. 2 we see that the di- 

pole moment integral (2.40) must be written: 

C   as -C    J - , 
*« 

*    11 

c KWM. •i 

J IzdL ifj    * 
0 

-J. 8 /: 

Fig.  2   Ethylene 

A.6 

-i 

It is iher found that V&.   K 

d >•. 

This compares well 

with the bond polarizabilities of Denbigh (Trans. Far. Soc.  36,  936(1940}); 

who found that for a double bond is   28. 6 
-25      3 10       cm       and for a 

•ingle bond is 18. 8 * 10*25cm3 The difference.which is presumably the 
-25      3 

contribution of the pi-eisctrons,  is 9.8' 10       cm ,  which agrees well with 
-25      3 

our value of   9.1   10       cm . 
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